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Foreword
I was always intrigued by the interaction between humans and machines. I felt fascinated by the

way soulless devices were made to satisfy their master's needs and I was thus motivated to work

towards making this interaction even more efficient and user-friendly. At the last semesters of my

studies in the Master Program in Human-Technology Interaction of TU/e, I was seeking a project

in which I could help satisfy a practical need; as such, the project at Philips Laser Sensors was just

my cup of tea!

At the time I started my project, Philips Laser Sensors was working on a very promising invention,

the Laser Pen. Their device, the Laser Pen, albeit still in its infancy, accumulated a lot of interest

on its potentials, especially in the Chinese market. As such, Ralph Gudde in Philips Laser Sensors

was interested in exploring the impact of pen input device properties on usability for the purposes

of handwriting, a research question I was supposed to explore. The months we worked together

were very prolific and I am sincerely grateful for the support and assistance he so generously

offered in the completion of this project. I hope that the effort I invested in this project and the

results met his expectations.

Although I performed my project at Philips Laser Sensors, I still had a responsibility towards the

Eindhoven University of Technology to report my research progress and findings. For that purpose,

I came in contact with dr. H. P. de Greef at the Technology Management department of TU/e. His

valuable insight in the domain and his guidance were instrumental in the progress of my research

project and I feel deeply indebted for his generous contribution. His eye for detail helped me

leverage the quality of the document you now hold at your hands.

Completing this seven-month journey, I feel highly appreciative of the people who enlightened me

with their useful knowledge or assisted me overcome many of the difficulties I faced. I can single

out Robert Ponsen for his valuable assistance in technical issues and Charalampos Xanthopoulakis

for his contribution in improving the quality of this document. I also feel the need to thank my

parents for their emotional and financial support they so generously offered me all those years.
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I would like to complete this foreword with a sincere thank you towards the employees of Philips

Laser Sensors who so wholeheartedly welcomed me in their groups and an honest "mea culpa"

towards all those who helped me in one or another way and I am not referencing their names.

Yuzhong Lin **.:E 'fl

December 8, 2007
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Abstract
A pen input device can be operated for positioning, handwriting, or drawing purposes. Out of the

three of them, handwriting is in fact a basic function of a conventional pen and can be performed

by virtually any individual with no special skills needed. In the light of the significance of

handwriting in everyday living, we focused on the usability of a pen input device for handwriting

purposes.

We performed a literature study, and we found out many theories in favor of the direct use of an

input device, but also inconsistent research results. Unfortunately, limited research has been

conducted on handwriting functions. The other properties such as physical and technical aspects of

a pen input device have been given much more attention.

In the context of our research, we set on to investigate the influence of direct and indirect use,

along with the effects of physical and technical properties of a pen input device on the apparatus

usability with respect to handwriting. We conducted an experiment (N=16) exploring the

conditions of the Wacom Pen employed directly on the tablet-pc screen, indirectly on the tablet,

and two other indirect pen devices - the iPen and the Laser Pen - to perform a handwriting task.

We recorded our findings in the current document.

Our experiment showed the rapid learning speed of participants. A pen input device does not yield

better results when used directly on the screen compared to when used indirectly on the tablet.

Furthermore, our experiment indicated a very strong influence of the design of the pen input

device on the usability of the apparatus for the purposes of handwriting. On the other hand, the

technical properties of a pen input device exert only a moderate influence on the device usability.

We completed our research with our recommendations on how to improve the usability features of

pen input devices. We feel that Philips Laser Sensors can benefit significantly by making use of

the findings of our research in their endeavor towards leveraging the usability of their artifact, the

Laser Pen.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pen-based computing has been under development for over thirty years. Nowadays, pen input

devices are being widely used together with PDAs, mobile phones, and computers. A pen input

device can function as a mouse which can perform pointing, selecting and dragging tasks. Like a

conventional pen, a pen input device is also suitable for drawing and handwriting tasks.

With the high expectations originated from the potential of a pen input device in mind, the Philips

Laser Sensors group aspired to investigate the possibilities of a pen input application with their

twin-eye Laser Sensor technology (see Appendix A) In fact, Philips Laser Sensors developed the

"Laser Pen" based on the pen input concept, which can function as a pointing, writing, and

drawing device.

Among the operational uses of the Laser Pen, handwriting lied at the center of our attention. First

of all, handwriting - compared with pointing - is the most common way of using a pen. Secondly,

handwriting requires limited special skills, as compared with drawing. As such, to discover how

naIve users adapt to the use of a new pen input device, we decided to conduct experiments on the

handwriting function. The initial goal of our experiments was to find out among various properties

of a pen input device, which one(s) may influence more the performance and subjective

experience of users. The exploration of these important factors might as well provide valuable

insight for the future development of the Laser Pen.

We begin the description of our research with a literature study and an investigation of some

existing pen input devices. Consequently we describe our handwriting experiment to evaluate

several pen input devices, with the view to discovering the crucial points which have the most

significant impact on their usability. Following, we present our results, conclusions and

recommendations.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we investigate the features of pen input devices and compare them with the

corresponding features of a computer mouse and a keyboard. Subsequently, we look into specific

aspects of pen input devices, such as the relationship between the control device and the display,

and physical/technical properties of pen input devices.

2.1 Pen input devices vs. Mouse I keyboard
Compared with a regular keyboard and mouse, a pen-based input device is mobile and portable

thanks to its small size. Besides, a pen input device is more efficient than a computer mouse from

an ergonomic point of view (Global Ergonomic Technologies, 1998). A lot of mouse and keyboard

users suffer from RSI (repetitive strain injury), which leads to the pain and fatigue on their hands,

arms, wrists and necks (Wikipedia, 2007). In fact, not just pain and stiffness, but even permanent

damage to the muscles and tendons of the human body can be caused by the prolonged use and

often inappropriate use of the mouse. On the other hand, the feeling of using a pen input device is

much more natural. An ergonomic comparison between the use of a computer mouse and a pen

input device for tracing and drawing showed that the latter is in fact a bio-mechanically superior

input device, as lower posture deviation from neutral is needed (Global Ergonomic Technologies,

1998).

Owing to the strong resemblance to a conventional pen, a pen input device has other beneficial,

psychological attributes, such as focus, intuition, and undisrupted creative thinking (Dai, 2004).

Gross and Yi-Luen Do (1996, p184) were making a point by claiming that "From mechanical

engineering to the graphic art, designers comprehensively reject the use ofcomputers in the early,

conceptual/creative phases of designing [ .. .] designers prefer to use paper and pencil." The

reason stems from the common knowledge that drawing or sketching supports thinking and

recollection of earlier designs. With a pen input device, the writing/drawing process can be

performed without additional need for conscious attention, thus sparing users the burden of

troublesome details on how to use the device (Nakagawa, Machii & Souya, 1993). Following the

same reason, Dickinson, Zeng and Antunes (2005) regarded the Pen - tablet as a CAD interface

alternative; they concluded that existing mouse interaction paradigms can be transferred to

respective pen-based in CAD and unobtrusive Pen-based interaction has the potential to avoid

interfering with creative thinking. With the assumption that thinking is not interrupted by the

actions for writing if users are using a pen instead of a keyboard, Otsuki, Bandoh, Kato and
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Nakagawa (2001) have been working on pen - based interfaces to prepare a school newspaper.

They also pointed out that feelings or emotions could be expressed well by handwriting and as

such a pen input device outperforms the computer mouse for the creative work.

Another major advantage of a pen input device lies on the grounds of its short learning curve.

This comes as no surprise, as most people are taught to draw and write at an early age using all

sorts of pens. As Wu and Luo (2006) noticed "Most people cannot recall themselves without these

skills. " Therefore, the previous experience in using a pen is possible to be transferred to skills of

controlling a pen input device. The research findings of Kotani and Horii (2003) suggest that the

curve of acquiring skills for the pen-tablet system is short and subjects felt comfortable to use the

new system from the very beginning. It has been claimed by Frankish, Morgan, and Noyes (1994)

that pen interfaces make computing more accessible to non-typists, and to those who are

unfamiliar with the existing computer systems. Well acquainted with writing and drawing using

pen and paper, users may feel pen-based interface more intuitive and natural.

Apart from the aforementioned advantages, pen input devices still have certain disadvantages. The

major handicap of pen input devices when used for handwriting is the recognition accuracy, as it

depends on the quality of the handwriting recognition software. Aliakseyeu, Martens,

Subramanian, Vroubel and Wessenlink (2001) stated that writing with a pen input device has

mostly been considered as a possible (and not very reliable) replacement of the keyboard in

computer interfaces. Similarly, in the overview paper, Kang, Wei and Wu (2005) also conveyed

the impression that a pen input device was comparable to the mouse for pointing and dragging

tasks, but not as good as the keyboard for text entry, because of its relatively high recognition error

rate.

2. 2 Direct vs. Indirect position control

Frankish, Morgan and Noyes (1994) stated that the supposed "naturalness" of the pen interface is

almost entirely based on the pen-and-paper metaphor. If the way the pen input device is operated

sthe same as the way a normal pen is used on a piece of paper, the basic knowledge of

writing/drawing will be transferred easily to the skills of manipulating a pen input device. In the

light of the pen-and-paper metaphor, it is more convenient to have a pen input device directly used

on the display. Nevertheless, there are many pen input devices being used on a tablet or a mouse
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pad, in which the digital ink does not appear on the pen tip, but on a display somewhere else. This

type of pen input devices (e.g., Wacom Pen, Laser Pen) differed from a stylus on a PDA in the

relationship between the control space and the cursor movement space. In this sense, it occurs to

us that direct and indirect pen input devices may differ in their performance.

2.2.1 Theory of Direct vs. Indirect position control

A pen-based interface usually consists of a pen input device and a display showing the output of

the system. For instance, a stylus used on PDA shows that the control device is operated directly

on the display. Instead, a mouse, or a mouse pen is used on the desk separately from the vertical

display. To distinguish these two kinds of interfaces, the term of direct/indirect position control is

used. According to the Human-Factor book of Wickens, Gordon and Liu (1997, p.224), when the

position of the human hand directly corresponds to the desired location of the cursor, the input

device acts as a direct position control. The control surface upon which the pen input is moving is

also the display space. When the changes in the position of the limb correspond to changes in the

position of the cursor but the limb moves on a surface different from the display surface, then we

have the case of indirect position control.

Display-control compatibility

Wickens et al. (1997, p220) stated several design principles based on human factor theories. One

principle is called stimulus-response compatibility (or display control compatibility). This refers to

the expected relationship between the location or movement of a control and the location or

movement of the display. Location compatibility and movement compatibility are two design sub

principles for optimal component arrangements so that a user can access and use these components

easily and smoothly. The principle of location compatibility indicates that the control location

should be close to the display of the entity. Similarly, the principle of movement compatibility

requires the direction of movement of the control to be congruent with the direction of movement

of the entity. It's not hard to imagine that if the position of the cursor appears exactly under the

pen tip, the pen-based interface satisfies both location and movement compatibilities.

Coinciding action and perception spaces

Correspondingly, based on the relationship between the display location and the control location,

Rauterberg (1995) brought up the concept of coinciding action and perception spaces. The
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definition is that when manipulating objects in the real world, action space (hands and fingers) and

perception space (the position of the object in the real world) coincide in time and space (as cited

by Fjeld, Bichsel & Rauterberg, 1998). Hacker and Clauss (1976) proved that offering task

relevant information in the same space as where action takes place leads to increased performance

( as cited by Fjeld et aI., 1998). Based on this principle, Fjeld et al. (1998) designed a Natural User

Interface (NUl) using tangible bricks for users to interact with complex data in a direct way

without separating input and output devices. They believed this system dynamically supported the

user needs for natural behavior and control. On the other hand, Fitrianie, Kolos-Mazuryk,

Schijndel, Sluis, and Weevers (2004), pointed out that the non-coinciding action (e.g., using a

computer mouse) and perception (e.g., looking at the desktop computer) confuse users, and

especially children. From this point of view, a direct positioning control is desirable as it allows

perception and action space to coincide.

Direct manipulation interface

Speaking of a "Natural User Interface", it is difficult to define "naturalness", as well as concepts

like "intrusiveness" or "directness", which are frequently used to describe an interface. Hutchins,

Hollan and Norman (1985, p.317) described "direction manipulation" as an orienting notion and

an impression or a feeing about an interface. One assumption for the cause of the feeling of

directness of the interface is the "commitment of fewer cognitive resources in the use of an

interface." The authors described the first aspect of the feelings of directness, as the distance

between one's thoughts and the physical requirements of the system under use. If the task the user

has in mind matches the way that task can be accomplished, the distance is short. As long as the

thoughts of users are translated into the physical actions simply and straightforward, they can feel

the directness of the interface. When users are asked to write with a pen input device directly, the

expectations may be similar to the normal writing experience. If the digital ink appears just under

the pen tip, the previous skills of how to use a pen can readily match the requirements of how to

use the pen input device on the screen. Thus, the distance between the initial intention of the users

and the system requirements is short, in other words, the interface is more direct.

Hutchins et al. (1985) considered the second aspect of directness to be the feeling of engagement,

which means users are directly manipulating the objects of interest. They explained that when the

interface itself is a world where the user can act and make interface to response, the explicit
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representation of the real world creates the sensation of action upon objects of task (Hutchins et aI.,

1985). For a text input task, the output of a pen-based interface is the digital ink and the input is

the movement of a pen input device. In fact, for a direct pen input device, the output expression

can serve as a component of an input expression. When users can write directly on the display,

writing movements and the digital ink coincide as a whole, so the interactions are more like

interfacing with objects in the physical world. Disessa (1985) calls it "naIve realism", which

means the feeling is as if users are directly manipulating the things that the system represents (as

cited by Hutchins et aI., 1985).

Hand-eye coordination

Hand-eye coordination is the ability of the vision system to coordinate the information received

through the eyes to control, guide, and direct the hands in the accomplishment of a given task,

such as handwriting (Hand-Eye Coordination, n.d.). The difficulty with separate action and

perception spaces is how to achieve the coordination of the eye and the hand movement. Normally

you cannot see directly what you have written by looking at your moving hand whens visual

feedback is given on a separate display. In the same fashion as riding a bike or driving a car, in

order to control an input device, users must first discover the basic mapping rules relating the hand

motor and the cursor on the display. People also have to predict the outcome of their actions in

order to achieve the desirable results, especially when the visual feedback is provided somewhere

else from where actions take place (Sailer, Flanagan & Johansson, 2005). From this perspective,

the separate display and the control lead to more difficulties to achieve good hand-eye

coordination as compared to when they are used together.

Obviously, ergonomic experts have paid particular attention to the hand-eye coordination issue, by

evaluating the existing pen-based interface. Sorgatz (n.d.) made suggestions about how to use a

Wacom-Tablet product properly, which is a pen input device used on a tablet separate from a

vertical display. According to him, in order to solve the problem of the hand-eye coordination

challenge caused by the indirect control, one approach is to only look at the computer screen

instead of the tablet and the pen. It is hinted that through certain appropriate training, users would

be able to adapt to this interface.
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Instead of adapting users themselves to achieve better hand-eye coordination through practice, the

Wacom Company managed to make a "Wacom Cintiq interactive Pen display" which enables

users to work with the pen directly on the screen. It is stated that the interface empowers users to

take advantage of their natural hand-eye coordination to perform more quickly and intuitively. It is

noticeable that a pen based interface resembles with "pen-and-paper", therefore, there is little

learning effort required through this natural "pen-and-paper" work approach (WACOM Cintiq

21UX, n.d.).

To sum up, a direct pen input device has control-display compatibility, is close to the Direct

Manipulation Interface and good for hand-eye coordination. In addition, little learning effort is

required to achieve satisfactory performance for naive users. All these theories are generally in

favor of a direct positioning control.

2.2.2 Research on Direct vs. Indirect position control

Many researchers show interests in the performance and user preference for direct and indirect

positioning controls. The various devices involved in the researches are a mouse, a mousepen, a

pen on a tablet, a touch screen, a light pen, etc. Driven by our interests in pen input devices, we

looked into the research of Guimbretiere, Martin and Winograd (2001) which used a mouse, a pen

on a tablet, and a pen on screen to do a "connect the dots" task, including clicking, dragging, and

drawing (first used by Kabbash, 1994). The comparison results showed that the direct pen-on

screen was faster than pen-on-tablet in drawing.

Wickens et al.(l997, p.225-226) mentioned the comparison of direct and indirect devices for a

pointing task, which was referred as the most critical task with designating targets and "dragging"

them to other locations(made by Baber,1997; Epps,1987; Card, English & Burr, 1978). The results

of the comparison provided good evidence that the two direct positioning control devices (touch

screen and light pen) are better (as reflected in the speed, accuracy and preference data) than the

stylus on the tablet. The reason might be that the stylus on the tablet has more cognitive,

perceptual and motor load so that generates more fatigue on users (Baber, 1997 as cited by Wicken,

1997, TABLE 9.1, p.226-227).
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As concluded by Wickens et al. (1997, p.226), a direct position control has a speed-accuracy trade

off; this means that direct positioning control devices tends to be very rapid, but less accurate.

Problems in accuracy with the direct positioning devices arise from several factors, for example,

occlusion (hand may occlude visual information), parallax errors (the position where the hand or

light pen is seen to be does not correspond to where it is, if the surface is viewed at an angle),

instability of the hand or fingers (particularly on a vertical screen) and in the case of touch screen,

the imprecision of the finger area in specifying small targets. Consistently, some researches

showed that a touch screen did not outperform other indirect devices such as a mouse in pointing

or dragging tasks (Forlines, Wigdor, Shen & Balakrishnan, 2007; Meyer, Cohen & Nilsen, 1994;

Sears and Shneiderman; 1991).

The available researches are mainly concerned with the difference in the usage of a mouse, touch

screen and either direct or indirect pen input devices in positioning/selecting tasks. These research

results showed that the direct pen input device on the screen is faster than an indirect pen input

device on the tablet, which is in line with the theories. However, in our research we only focus on

the handwriting function of a pen input device. Although handwriting behavior is similar to

drawing, the performance of a pen input device may be influenced by the factor of direct / indirect

in a different manner.

Based on the researches mentioned above, it is not ensuring to draw any conclusion of which input

device (indirect of direct) is better for a specific task, due to many other factors. For example, the

technical parameters such as resolution, latency, control-display gain, and psychical design of an

input device also have a very strong impact on the usability of the device. To make a valid

comparison, it is wise to eliminate the different variables between devices. However, there is little

available literature found in comparing direct and indirect pen input devices with similar technical

features.

2.3 Physical and technical properties of pen input devices

The physical aspects of the pen input device have attracted a great deal of attention. Especially for

the handwriting function of a pen input device, it is believed that an ergonomic, well-designed pen

can improve performance and reduce fatigue (Wu & Luo, 2006). Various studies have been

conducted to examine how factors such as the pen shape/size ( length & width ), pen point
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shapes/size, gnp patterns, writing stability, upper limb posture, sitting posture, and so on,

influence handwriting performance and user comfort (Wu & Luo, 2006). For example,

Goonetilleke, Wo, Hung and Kei (1996) performed a study on the usability of pens of different

shapes and sizes (diameter of 20 mm, 15 mm, 8 mm) of their cross-sections for a drawing task.

The results showed that the hexagonal cross-section is the worst for accuracy, when compared to

the elliptical and circular cross-sections. The smaller the size of the pen, the smaller the number of

errors (best accuracy), but the lower the speed during drawing.

Theoretically speaking, design criteria of a conventional pen should provide directions for

designing pen input devices. However, for a pen-based interface, additional factors have to be

considered as well, such as display size, resolution, latency, etc. Those technical parameters of a

pen input device can directly determine how it functions, such as, the system gain factor, which is

defined by the ratio G= (change of cursor)! (change of control position) (Wickens, 1997, p.225). A

high-gain input device can produce a large movement of the cursor with a small displacement of

the control. Thus a high-gain control tends to be effortless but imprecise. Thus, a suitable gain

factor varies according to different task requirements. For example, small movements with a high

precision are desirable for drawing and handwriting, while faster movements are preferred for a

selecting/pointing task. As cited by Wickens (1997, p.225), it is ideal to have a gain in the range of

1.0 to 3.0 for indirect control devices( Baber,1997) as humans appear to adapt successfully to a

wider range of gains in their control behavior ( Wickens, 1986).

2.4 Recapitulation

To sum up, a pen input device is portable, intuitive, natural to use and easy to learn to operate.

Considering the experience with using a pen and paper, the direct pen input device has its

advantage due to the resemblance. Thus the first objective of our research is to discover the

possible difference of handwriting performance and user experience that can be attributed to the

direct or indirect nature of pen input devices. In addition, the technical and physical properties of a

pen input device may have their effect on handwriting performance and subjective feeling as well.

Some specific characteristics may have larger impact than others, which means they are more

important for a pen input design. Therefore, a second objective of our research is to explore these

design related properties.
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3. RESEARCH QUESTION

Based on the literature study, the research questions of our research are listed as the following:

Q1: How does the position control (Direct or Indirect) for a pen input device influence its

usability in handwriting?

Q2: How do the physical & technical properties of a pen input device influence its usability in

handwriting?
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4. STUDY OF STATE OF ART
In order to answer the research questions, we explored cCr1o.in existing pcn input devices. We

provide a brief introduction of the devices and consequently we compare their major features of

different aspects in this section

4.1 Introduction of Wacom Pen (on display/tablet), iPen & Laser Pen

The first pen input device we introduced in our research was the Wacom Pen ( Figure I &

2) The major reason is that we found a strong resemblance between the Wacorn Pen and a

conventional pen The second pen input device is the "iPen", used on a mouse pad (Figure 3) It

has very similar technical parameters with the Laser Pen The Laser Pcn is operated on virtually

any surface and is connected to a circuit board It is attached 10 a wristband for the user to wear, in

order to reduce the extra force on the Laser pen (Figure 4) The dimensions of the pen input

devices are described in Appendix B

.·i~ul·c 2 Wacolll PCII 011 tablct--FiJ!urc I W"com PCII 011 display

.-i~urc 3 iPen on mOUSCIJad

-

Fi~urc ~ La!lCr Pcn on desk
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4.2 Direct I indirect Wacom Pen

To answer the research question 1, we used the same Wacom pen firstly as a direct and secondly

as an indirect pen input device. In the first situation, the Wacom Pen was used directly on the

ASUS Tablet-PC screen ( Figure 1), while in the second condition, the same Wacom Pen

was also used indirectly on its Wacom Tablet (Figure 2), which was separate from the ASUS

Tablet-PC screen (display).

4.3 Gain factor

As outlined in section 2.3, the definition of the gain factor is the ratio G= (change of cursor)/

(change of control position) (Wickens, 1997, p.225). When the Wacom Pen is used directly on the

display, the gain factor is always 1.0. When the Wacom Pen was used on the Wacom Tablet, we

set the active area of the display to have the same size as the respective of the Tablet in order to

achieve the same gain factor of 1.0. As the gain factor between the iPen and the display is

approximately 4.5, we adjusted the gain factor of the Laser Pen to a similar value, approximately

5.0.

4.4 Restriction of holding position

Considering the technical specifications of a pen input device, there are certain restrictions that

make it different from a conventional pen. One big restriction of the iPen and the Laser pen is that

users must hold the pen within a range of angles. In this way, a horizontal line can appear on the

screen when a user draws horizontally. Any inclination of the pen which exceeds the optimal angle

range will cause displacement of a certain angle of this horizontal line. The restriction of holding

the pen with a fixed holding position without tilting may cause discomfort and more fatigue

simply because different users have their preferred way of holding a pen.

To make the pen more comfortable to hold, the grip of the iPen has an elliptical shape. This special

design of handling part guides users to hold the pen towards one direction. The Laser Pen also

requires users to keep the pen in one direction. As the pen head of the Laser Pen is a flat round

surface, users should also keep the pen head surface parallel to the desk in order to ensure the

accurate detection of sensor movements. This flat pen head enforces more restrictions of the

holding gestures to users. The Wacom Pen bears the strongest resemblance to a normal pen and

can be rotated in any direction.
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4.5 Elastic pen tip

Another noticeable feature of the iPen and the Laser Pen is their elastic pen tip. Connected to a

spring, a pen tip can be pressed like a button. When users press the pen tip down, they can make

digital ink or click a button like a mouse. If they move the pen without pressing the pen tip, they

can move the cursor on the screen. On the other hand, the Wacom pen has a stationary pen tip like

a normal pen, simply creating digital ink by a certain amount of force on the pen tip. The first

prototype of the Laser Pen had no button implemented in the pen head, thus it was difficult to

differentiate between making digital ink and merely moving the cursor. Thus it was very hard to

control the pen when writing. To make the distance control easier, a button was attached to the flat

pen tip. By pressing the button down, users can control the pen to write letters. Technically the

button function of the pen tip is needed for the Laser Pen and the iPen. The tactile and auditory

feedback of pressing button is different from the daily writing experience with a pen on the paper.

The Wacom Pen has 512 levels of pressure sensitivity; this means users can control their drawing

quality by changing how hard they press the pen tip on the tablet. With certain drawing software,

they can dynamically modify properties exposure, brush size, opacity, and more (WACOM

GRAPHIRE - Features & Benefits, n.d.) By controlling the force on the pen, users can produce the

digital ink or just move the cursor.

4.6 Moving space, wire/wireless

Among other restrictions, we need to include the limited moving space of the iPen and the Wacom

pen, as they are used on a mouse pad or a tablet. But the Laser Pen can move without the

restriction of moving space. The Laser Pen and the iPen have to be attached to the Table-PC with a

cable, while the Wacom Pen functions wirelessly.
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4.6 Recapitulation

To sum up, the major physical and technical properties that distinct these pen input devices are

listed in Table 1. These pen input devices were evaluated in our research.

Main features Wacom Pen Wacom Pen iPen Laser Pen

on display on tablet

Direct Y N N N

Gain factor=l y y N N

Fixed N N y y

orientation

Elastic pen tip N N Y Y

Wire N N Y Y

Limited space Y Y Y N

Table 1 Distinction between pen mput devIces
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5. METHOD
In this chapter, we present the approach we followed in order to perform our experiment. We

begin with the profile of the participants, the devices used for our experiment, and our strategy.

Finally we outline the method we use to collect and analyze the accumulated data

5.1 Participants

Twelve students of TUfe and four employees of Philips Laser Sensors participated in the

experiment The participants' group comprised eight females and eight males aged between 23 and

30 years old, with a median age of25. Out orall the participants, 14 were right-handed, while two

participants were left-handed All the participants operated a personal computer on a daily basis

and 12 of them (75%) had used a pen input device before. Among them, nine participants had at

least one experience with using a stylus on a PDA For the rest, two of them had used a stylus on

their mobile phones, while one had used a writing pad They only used these pen input devices

occasionally As a reward, each of them received a complimentary check of 10 eufO.

5.2 Apparatus & Materials

The pen input devices and the display used in the experiment are listed in Table 2. The display

used was the ASUS R2H Tablet-PC with which the pen input devices or the tablet is connected.

The technical details of these devices can be found in Appendix B The ASUS-Tablet PC was

situated horizontally on the desk in front of the participants The moving space of the pen input

devices was between the display and the participants (illustrated in Figure 5). A questionnaire was

used after each condition (see Appendix C).

Condition Input Device Display

1 Wacom Pen on cUsp lay

2 Wacom Pen on the Wacom Tablet ASUS

3 IPen on the Mouse Pad Tablet PC

4 Laser Pen

Ta.1l1e 2 Devices em,leyed fer the experimen.t

fic;ve 5 Pesiwnl settinc ofdevices
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5.3 Design

The design of the experiment was a I x 4 within-subjects design The fouf pen-based interfaces for

fouf conditions are described in Table 2. Towards achieving the control of order effects, we

ordered the fOUf conditions according to a Latin Square of order 4 Given the number of

participants (16), each of the conditions appeared fourtimes for each session (see Appendix D).

5.4 Task description

PRPs2N--T'a:k<1rn;<kMO

C:'T-'fr.~Tesl\-....

The software we used in our experiment was developed by Philips Laser Sensors. The main

purpose of the software was to generate random assignments and record the handwriting input

The interface of the task which was running under the Window Tablet·PC system is illustrated in

Figure 6. The task was to copy the text sequence shown on the "Assignment" frame in the

"Drawing area" Each sequence consisted of 6 random letters and numbers The participants began

the task using their own handwriting. The participants started the task by clicking the button

<Star>, which became <Stop> as shown in figure 6, They resumed the handwriting task by

clicking the button < ext> after copying one sequence As soon as the button< ext> was clicked,

a new sequence appeared in the "Assignment" frame After finishing the task, they clicked the

button <Stop>

'".....
-~-

0.-. ....

Figure 6 Handwriting task scl"CCnshot
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5.5 Procedure

The participants started with filling in their personal information and reading the instructions. As

soon as they comprehended the required tasks, the instructor gave them a demonstration of how

the software and the pen input device should be operated. Each session started with a short training

period on using the pen input device in order to enter 10 sequences. Afterwards, they began the

handwriting task, which lasted 15 minutes in total, with a break in between. The break was taken

after 7 minutes. Having completed the handwriting task, the participants answered the

questionnaire concerning their experience with the interface they had just used. On average, it took

them 20 minutes to perform one session. Owing to the fatigue the participants might feel during

the experiment, 12 out of 16 participants completed the four sessions in two successive days (two

sessions on one day; two sessions on the other day).

5.6 Measures

In order to evaluate the usability of the pen input devices, we use the terms of effectiveness,

efficiency and satisfaction. In our research, they are namely the writing time, the handwriting

quality, and the user satisfaction. We present our measurement approach in the following sections.

5.6.1 Writing time

For each sequence, one separate file was generated to store the data of the cursor displacements,

with samples taken every 1.3 ms on average (part of the data shown in Table 3). In the file, "0" in

the column of "Buttons" means the cursor is moving; while"1" means digital ink is created. We

calculated the time between the starting time of the first stroke and the finishing time of the last

stroke of one sequence as the writing time of that sequence. For performance measures, we

calculated the average writing time of the first 20 sequences as the initial writing time and the

average scripting time of the last 20 sequences as the final writing time.

deltaX deltaY Buttons Timestamp

278 77 0 460

278 75 0 470

279 72 0 490

279 70 1 500

279 69 1 510

279 72 1 540

Table 3 Part of data in a data file
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5.6.2 Handwriting Quality

The motion of the cursor on the screen (X and Y displacement) was stored in each file for one

sequence (column 1 and 2 in Table 3). The digital ink of every sequence can be retrieved as a

single figure (an example illustrated by Figure 7). In a IS-minute measurement interval, there were

normally approximately 100 writing samples created for one condition of one participant. To judge

the quality, we selected four samples which were created in the first minute, 5th minute, 10th

minute and last minute. As indicated in Figure 8, these four text sequences together formed one

figure to represent the handwriting sample of one condition. For each participant, we assembled

four figures of handwriting samples together on a A4-size printed paper. The order of the four

figures on the paper matched the order of the four conditions of each participant. In total, 16 pages

of 64 figures were judged (see Appendix E)

Figure 7 Handwriting sample of one sequence

1\ /1i \ ......./

\ A I -'Ivl Off 8
1/"'" I f '-

Figure 8 Handwriting sample of one condition made up of four text sequences of digital ink

A group of five judges, consisting of four males and one female, gave ratings for the handwriting

qualities of the writing samples. First, they looked through the four figures of the handwriting

samples of one participant to get an overall feeling of his or her handwriting style. Subsequently,

they went on to evaluate the handwriting quality of the four text sequences in the figure. The
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evaluation was performed on the basis of legibility, readability, and general appearance, and was

mapped to a score ranging from 1 (worst) to 10 (best).

5.6.3 User Experience

Having completed the writing task for each condition, the participants answered a questionnaire of

13 agreement-matching questions and two open questions (see Appendix C). The eight questions

taken from the USE Questionnaire (Lund, 2001) corresponded with statements of the form "it was

pleasant/useful/easy to use the pen input device". These four subscales were meant to capture the

feeling of usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning, and satisfaction of the pen input devices. The

other five questions concerned the feelings of naturalness, tiredness, and a comparison with a

keyboard or a mouse. Thus, eight subscales in total relevant to the usability of a pen input device

were involved in the questionnaire.

The answers of agreement with the 13 statements were mapped to a 1 (strongly disagree) to 5

(strongly agree) scale. The higher scores represented more positive feelings towards the pen input

device in seven subscales of satisfaction, ease of use, usefulness, ease of learning, natural feeling,

superiority over a mouse, and superiority over a keyboard for handwriting. For the item of fatigue,

the score was subtracted from 6, in order to make sure the higher score entails less fatigue, i.e.

score 1 becomes score 5 in the new score.

The two open questions were about both positive and negative points of the pen input device. In

addition to the rating questionnaires for the four conditions, the participants ranked the pen-input

devices according to their preference. In the end, they gave their ratings regard of the importance

of the eight different properties for a pen input device, and the scales varied from 1 (not important

at all) to 5 (very important).

5.7 Analysis

We conducted a t-test first to check whether the final writing speed would improve compared to

the initial speed. To check the reliability of the judgments for the handwriting quality, we

computed interclass correlation coefficients of reliability analysis.
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For research question 1, we used the repeated measures General Linear Model (GLM) with

direct/indirect as the within-subjects factor. We compared the writing time, handwriting quality,

and usability scores of condition 1 and condition 2. For research question 2, we used the repeated

measures General Linear Model (GLM) with different pen input devices as the within-subjects

factor. We compared the writing time, handwriting quality, and usability scores of condition 2,

condition 3 and condition 4.

For the overall rankings of the preference for the four conditions, we used the Friedman test to do

the nonparametric tests analysis.
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6. RESULTS
In this chapter, we present the statistical analysis of our experiment findings For the three

aforementioned measures, j c. writing time, handwriting quality, and user experience, we use

graphs to make the qualitative differences aCthe pen input devices morc obvious

6.1 Writing time

The results of the paired I-test analysis indicated that in all the fOUf conditions, the final writing

time decreased significantly from the initial time, t (15) = -319, p<O.OI, t (15) = -3.74, p<O.OI, t

(15) = - 460, p<OOOOI, t (15) ~ -5.94, p<O.OOOI For every pen input device, the participants

gradually increased their writing speed in the 15-minute session

There was no significant difference found between the initial writing time In condition 1 and

condition 2, F (I, 15) =2 24, p=O.16. But the final writing time in condition 1 (directly on the

screen) was significantly shorter than in condition 2 (indirectly on the tablet), F (I, IS) =4 886,

p<005
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For condition 2, 3 and 4, both the initial writing time and final writing time differed significantly

across conditions, F(2,30)~2238, p<O.OOOI, F(l 253,30)=15 82, p<O.OOOI The pairwise
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comparison results indicated that both the initial and final writing time in condition 4 (Laser Pen)

were significantly longer than in condition 2 (Wacom Pen on the tablet) and in condition 3 (iPen),

p<0.05. There was no significant difference in writing time found between condition 2 and 3,

p>O.l. As illustrated in Figure 9, the writing time increased from condition 1 to condition 4.

6.2 Handwriting Quality

The reliability analysis indicates a strong consistency III the judgment of the five judges

(Cronbach's a = 0.829 for consistency; average consistency coefficient for absolute agreement is

0.738). The average rating scores of handwriting quality in condition 2 were significantly higher

than in condition 1, F (1, 15) = 52.70, p<O.OOOl. In contrast to the higher writing speed,

handwriting was oflower quality when the Wacom pen was used directly on the screen than when

it was used on the tablet.

The handwriting quality of the three input devices in condition 2, 3, and 4 was significantly

different F (2, 30) =4.91, p<0.05. The pairwise comparisons result only shows the significant

difference between condition 4 and condition 2 (p < 0.05), so that the handwriting quality of the

Laser Pen was significantly lower than the Wacom Pen on the tablet.

As illustrated in Figure 10, among four conditions, the handwriting quality was the highest in the

condition with the Wacom Pen on the tablet; on the other hand, the lowest handwriting quality was

observed when the same Wacom Pen was used directly on the screen. In general, the handwriting

quality rating scores were within a narrow range from 4.0 to 6.0, which is below the satisfactory

level.

6.3 User experience

The reliability analysis results show a high internal consistency between the 13 questions in the

questionnaire, Cronbach's a=O. 947. Based on that, we used the average of the rating scores of all

the items to compare the overall usability of the different pen input devices in the four conditions.

The difference of the overall usability scores of condition 1 and condition 2 was not significant,

p>0.5. A significant difference was found among the usability scores of condition 2, 3 and 4, F (2,
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28) 872, p<005. According to the pairwise comparisons, the significant difference was due to

the higher score of condition 2 as opposed to condition 4, p<..:005

As illustrated in Figure II showing the overall usability scores of the four conditions, the Wacom

Pcn used directly on the screen was rated the best, while the Laser Pen received the least overall

satisfaction score The scores for the Wacom Pen (condition I and condition 2) were higher than

the scores of the iPen and the Laser Pen

As shown in figure 12 which presents the average score for the eight items separately, there is a

similar trend of the score decrease from condition I to condition 4 For the item of the superiority

over a keyboard for handwriting, the scores varied from I to 2 5 which were lower than the scores

of the other seven items These low scores indicated that the panicipants did not want to replace

the keyboard with a pen input device for handwriting. For the item of superiority over a mouse,

only the scores of the Wacom pen (on display and on tablet) were more than 3.5, which means the

panicipants preferred to use the Wacom pen for text input rather than a mouse, but not the other

pen input devices The subscale with the highest average score (3 7) was "easy to learn", with all

scores for conditions more than 3 0
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The Friedman test of nonparametric tests analysis shows that the rankings for the overall

preference for the four conditions differed significantly across conditions, X2 (3) = 30.750; p<O.Ol.

The preference order of four conditions was consistent with the results of the overall usability

scores. As shown in Table 4, the Wacom pen directly on the screen was ranked as the favorite

device among participants. The Wacom pen indirectly on the tablet was ranked as the second

favorite. Following, the iPen and the Laser Pen were ranked as the third and the last favorite

choices. This ranking was consistent with the overall usability scores for the four conditions.

Mean

Interfaces Rank

Wacom Pen directly on display 1,31

Wacom Pen indirectly on tablet 2,06

iPen on mousepad 2,94

Laser Pen 3,69

Table 4 Ranks of four interfaces
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7. DISCUSSIONS
In this chapter, we present our evaluation of the findings from our experiment. This discussion

extends to cover the issues of direct versus indirect position control, impact of physical and

technical properties, handwriting quality judgments, learning aptitude, and comparison with a

keyboard.

7.1 Direct vs. Indirect position control

One noteworthy finding of our experiment is the statistically significant difference in the final

handwriting speed of the Wacom pen with respect to the cases when it was used directly and

indirectly. Still worth mentioning is that the absolute time difference between direct and indirect

positioning control was less than half second (0.4 s). This short period of time, however, may not

exceed the threshold that users begin to feel the difference. For this reason, we can only safely

conclude that the direct control slightly outperformed the indirect control in terms of the final

writing speed.

On the other hand, the handwriting quality of the samples collected when using the Wacom Pen on

the screen was judged significantly lower than when the same pen input device was used indirectly.

Actually, the handwriting quality of this condition was worse than all the other three conditions.

The contradiction between the speed and the quality makes it difficult to reach a concrete

conclusion. The slightly high speed, yet low quality of the direct pen input device can be explained

by the speed-accuracy trade-off of the direct positioning control, which tends to be rapid but

inaccurate (Wicken et aI., 1997). Nevertheless, in this experiment, entering text freely in a

sufficient space did not require a high accuracy in position. The poor quality of handwriting could

be attributed to the limited attention paid to the writing curves by the participants. As mentioned

by a few participants, it was easy for them to predict the consequences of their writings. Thus, the

need to focus on their moving hand and the written digital ink upon using the direct pen is not as

significant as when they are using that indirectly. The visual feedback of the writing behavior was

in fact so predicable that they did not have to pay much attention to how they controlled the pen to

write text correctly.

In conclusion, the performance of the Wacom pen when used directly was poorer than when it was

used indirectly. These results are not in line with the theories of display-control compatibility
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(Wickens et aI., 1997), action/perception spaces coincidence from (Rauterberg et aI., 1995), direct

manipulation interface (Hutchins et aI., 1985), etc., which are in favor of the direct positioning

control.

During our experiments, we observed that participants had the initial inclination for the direct

positioning control. They showed their desire to use the pen input device directly on the display

from the very beginning. As a matter of fact, the direct Wacom Pen was also rated as the favorite

pen input device. However, the final results of usability scores regard of the Wacom Pen used

directly or indirectly did not differ significantly. Out of the answers to the open questions, we find

that the preference of the participants owed to the naturalness, directness and the convenience they

perceived about the direct pen interface. Still, two participants reported their hands were not

comfortably moving on the tablet-pc during the experiment. Indeed, the instability of the hand

position is a problem for a direct positioning control.

NO Properties Rating Score

1 Holding orientation 4,2

2 Gain factor 4.0

3 Feeling on Pen tip 3.9

4 Direct/Indirect 3.8

5 Pen design 3.6

6 Moving space 3.4

7 Elastic Pen tip 3.0

8 Wire/wireless 2.7

Table 5 rating of importance of properties;

5-very important,

4- important,

3-neutral,

2-not important,

I-not important at all

Unlike the previous research on diverse direct and indirect positioning control devices, our study

employed the identical pen input device in order to eliminate the influence of the other factors. We

managed to control the other possible variables by equalizing the gain factor, enabling the friction

on the tablet the same as on the screen by the tablet setting. We also notice that the tablet-pc was

10 mm higher than the Wacom Tablet. As a matter of fact, the pc-screen functioned both as the

control and display surface, while the tablet functioned only as the control surface. It is

unnecessary and also impossible to make them identical to each other. With these settings, we feel

confident that the performance and subjective experience difference we found was due to the

factor of indirect/direct control mode. We analyzed the rating results of the importance of

properties for a pen input device, and found that the property of the Direct / Indirect positioning
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control was rated between neutral and important (3.8). The average scores for the properties are

listed in Table 5.

7.2 Impact of physical/technical properties

We only compare the Wacom Pen on the tablet with the iPen and the Laser Pen in this section, as

we do not intend to take the factor of direct / indirect control into consideration. The appearance of

the Wacom pen is very similar to a normal pen. On the other hand, the iPen has some unique

features that differentiate it from a conventional pen. The large gain factor, the elastic pen tip, the

fixed holding position, and the wire connection differentiate the iPen from the Wacom Pen.

Despite these factors, both the performance and the user satisfaction of these two pen input devices

did not differ significantly (score of3.4 for the Wacom Pen and score of2.9 for the iPen).

The iPen and the Laser Pen had certain similar technical parameters, such as the resolution, the

gain factor, the restriction of the holding orientation, the button on the pen tip, and the wire

connection. But on the stage of prototype, the Laser Pen has a large pen grasp and pen head

without any special ergonomic design. Not surprisingly, the Laser Pen was significantly slower to

write with than the iPen, yet produced handwriting samples with similar quality. The usability

scores for the iPen and the Laser Pen also did not differ significantly. As a matter of fact, the

handwriting quality of the Laser Pen was even better than the respective of the direct Wacom Pen.

Our experiment comes to cast light on the trade-off between handwriting quality and speed. The

handwriting speed of the Laser Pen was the lowest, but the extra time led to more legible

handwriting.

The Laser pen had significantly lower writing speed, quality, and usability score than the Wacom

Pen. Based on the answers to the open questions, the negative opinions of participants towards the

Laser Pen stemmed from the discomfort owing to the restrictions of the pen input devices and the

improper design. The comparable usability of the Wacom Pen and the iPen indicated that certain

technical settings or restrictions may not have considerable impact, when the economic pen design

is sufficient. But when the physical design does not reach a satisfactory level, the influence of the

technical restrictions becomes noticeable. The effects of the technical and physical properties

combined together lead to the significant degradation in performance scores and satisfaction when

comparing the Wacom to the Laser Pen.
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As there were more than one factor that might influence the usability of a pen input device, we can

not draw any concrete conclusions of which factors did affect the performance or user experience.

A single factor, multiple factors, or even interactions among these factors may have their impact.

To find out which factors had the highest impact, we took the ratings of importance of properties

into account (see Table 5). The factors of the fixed holding orientation (4.2) and gain factor (4.0)

were considered the most important ones. These two factors may affect the usability in opposite

ways. For example, some participants reported their preference for larger gain factors while some

of them felt it hard to control the device when the gain was larger. Nevertheless, the opinions on

the restriction of the holding orientation and the elastic pen tip were consistently negative among

the participants. The objections towards the fixed holding position were raised by the original

holding way of different individuals. The writing experience was supposedly not as natural as

compared to when a conventional pen is usually held. On the other hand, Kurtz (1994) brought up

the idea that fingers on a pen surface should be "fixed or held as still as possible" when holding a

pen for writing, otherwise movements of the fingers may affect the writing quality. Although

Kurtz clearly suggests that a fixed holding position is not necessarily negative, however, many

participants of our experiment denounced his claim. This provides the reason that a fixed holding

position is not necessarily negative. However, it is far from the natural writing behavior of users.

As indicated from the rating scores, the factor of the "feelings on the pen tip" (3.9), "pen design"

(3.6) and were rated between neutral and important. Our experiment also showed that the

requirements of keeping the pen tip always flat on the table without any rotation was very

demanding. The Laser Pen was flexible in its moving space as it could be used on virtually any

surface. However, the factor "limited moving space" (3.4) was not rated as important as the other

two factors.

7.3 Handwriting quality judgments

The average ratings of the handwriting quality were rather low, with the best score for the

condition of the Wacom Pen on the tablet residing at the level of 6.0 in a scale of 10.0. Since the

judges had a sufficient consistency for absolute agreement, we can conclude that the low scores

cannot be accounted to one single judge only. In fact, the random text sequences, consisting of

arbitrary letters or numbers, could also be held liable for the low scores marked by the judges.

Indeed, towards avoiding the possible continuation letters, we decided to use arbitrary
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combinations of letters and numbers as a handwriting assignment. As expected, most of the

outcome of the handwriting was clear and without scribbled letters. Yet the fact remains that the

separate letters and numbers did not form a consistent, meaningful word, which might make

entering text appear as a tedious task. If words or sentences were used instead as an assignment,

the way the participants copy the text would be more close to their daily writing experience. In fact,

it might even be easier for them to perform higher quality handwriting in this way.

To measure the effectiveness of the usability of pen input devices for handwriting, the error rate is

in most cases an important criterion. Nevertheless, we did not focus on the error rate of the text

input in our research. The first reason is that to conduct a reliable error rate test, all the

handwriting samples should be compared with the test sequences for copying, which is a tedious

and time-consuming activity. Furthermore, the accuracy of various off-line handwriting

recognition software can not be guaranteed. Since we did not intend to take the handwriting

recognition software limitations into consideration, we came up with the option of using several

judges to read the samples in order to check how many letters can be recognized correctly. But the

problems lie in the inherent ambiguous differentiation between letter "1" and number "1 ", which

makes it hard to define the judging criterion. Most importantly, the readability is not the only

aspect of the handwriting quality. How the participants can write conveniently like in daily writing

is also important for judging the effectiveness of using the pen input device. This is the reason that

we chose the readability, legibility and overall appearance as the judging criteria. The consistency

of the judgments gives us the confidence to trust this approach. This subjective method provides

sufficient data for our research and may be useful for the relevant study in this domain. Still we are

not suggesting that the objective error rate analysis is less important.

7.4 Learning aptitude

Although the total time of each condition in our experiment is only 15 minutes, the participants

indicated a fast learning speed. Actually, the item of "easy to learn" is the only item that had the

average rating scores above 3.0 in four conditions. Through observation, 14 out of 16 participants,

the performances seemed to be stable even after only 5 minutes. It is in line with the findings of

Kotani and Horii (2003) that the learning process is short for a pen-based interface. As we

mentioned before, even the prototype of the Laser Pen could produce handwriting samples of a
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higher quality than the direct Wacom Pen. If the using time is longer, the performance of an

indirect pen input device is possible to become as good as a direct pen input device.

7.5 Comparison with keyboard

One subsclace of the questionnaire asked whether the participants would consider replacing the

keyboard for pen input devices in handwriting. The low scores for all the four conditions indicated

that they still preferred to use a keyboard to enter text. When the participants were asked about

their intention to use a pen input device, most of them mentioned they did not want to use it to

enter text because it's more efficient to use a keyboard. The situation they might use a pen input

device is to take notes when they don't have the laptop or keyboard with them. This is in line with

the conclusions made by Aliakaseyeu et al. (2001) and Kang et al. (2005) that a pen input device is

not as reliable and accurate as a keyboard for text input.

As the text to enter is English, using a keyboard is probably the most direct and efficient approach.

But for a large alphabet language, such as Chinese, it may be more efficient to enter text using a

pen input device on the writing tablet. Especially for people who do not have the knowledge of

using alphabet letters to produce Chinese characters, it is impossible to use a standard keyboard to

do text input. In the light of the development of the handwriting recognition software, for some

products, the Chinese character recognition accuracy exceeds 95% (i:f1*H:(±~~, 2006). With this

concern, a pen input device may have its advantage over a keyboard in entering such languages.

Half of the participants are Chinese in this study, but they also preferred the keyboard for the

alphabet text input. The results might be different if the task was to enter Chinese characters.
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8. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
In this chapter, we conclude the findings of our research and offer our recommendations to the

Philips Laser Sensors developers and researchers. We complete this chapter with our suggestions

for future work.

8.1 Overall conclusions

Research question 1 - "How does the position control (Direct or Indirect) for a pen input device

influence its usability in handwriting? "

Out of our research and experiments, we conclude that using the pen input device directly for

handwriting was not significantly better in speed but even worse in quality than using it indirectly.

Not surprisingly, users initially preferred to use the direct approach owing to their subconscious

inclination towards a more natural feel. However, the final usability scores for the direct and

indirect pen input devices did not differ considerably. In addition, we observed the short learning

curves for both direct and indirect positioning control. In this sense, we should not underestimate

the usability of an indirect pen input device, which, by the way, also produces good results and

satisfies the users' needs.

Research question 2-- "How do the physical & technical properties ofa pen input device influence

its usability in handwriting?"

Looking across the usability of these pen input devices, we observe that the level of user

satisfaction highly correlates with the resemblance between the pen input device and a

conventional pen. The technical settings restrictions together with the immature design of the pen

input devices affected the performance and user experience negatively. This confirms the three

most important properties rated by participants, which are the fixed holding orientation, the gain

factor, and the feeling on the pen tip. It becomes plainly evident that the combination of both the

technical settings and physical design playa crucial role in the usage of the device.

Furthermore, out of our research, we concluded that:

• Users prefer the keyboard for text input than pen input devices

• The Wacom Pen (on display/tablet) is the only one preferred above mouse for text input
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8.2 Overall recommendations

We feel that indirect pen input devices should not be written offjust yet, but instead more attention

should be paid to improve their usability points. Based on the initial inclination for a direct pen

input device of users, we suggest further research on why people tend towards direct input devices.

With the concern of the rapid learning speed, it is worth to examine the time and effort needed for

naIve users to get used to direct/indirect input devices.

Both the technical restrictions and improper design which require users to adapt themselves to the

device definitely have an impact on the usability of the pen input device. Although the learning

capability of naIve users is admittedly highly encouraging, we feel that more effort should be put

into enhancing the user friendliness of these pen input devices. The effect of the individual factors

such as resolution, gain factor, wire needs further exploration.

8.3 Further work for Laser Pen

Apparently, the Laser pen is still in its infancy. Concerning the concept design phase, the idea of a

pen input application with the twin-eye laser sensor has proved to be feasible. The laser sensors

function sufficiently to support the navigation and handwriting function of the Laser Pen. The

major issue is how to improve the design of the pen to make it more convenient to use. As the

three most important factors are fixed holding orientation, gain factor and feeling on pen tip, the

first step should be focusing on these points. In order to overhaul this fixed holding position issue,

we suggest further development of supportive software to calibrate the Laser Pen to individual

user's preference. The other work includes making the pen tip smaller, improving the general

appearance, and enhance the natural feelings on the Laser Pen. To optimize the gain factor, it is

important to take requirements for different tasks and display size into consideration. An

adjustable gain factor is ideal in this case.

We also found out that users even prefer a mouse for alphanumeric text input when the pen input

device is not satisfactory. In general, they prefer to use a keyboard for text input than pen input

devices. The issue is how to make the Laser Pen more preferable than keyboard for handwriting.

Scenarios such as Chinese or Arabic character input, mathematics / physics / chemistry symbol

input, notes taking, text input on vertical board provide possible situations that a Laser Pen could

be more advantageous.
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In our opinion, the method we followed for our research provided a valid, reliable, and useful

insight on the usability of various pen input devices for handwriting. Indeed, we managed to

discover valuable information on how different, yet ordinary, users perceive the usability aspects

of the pen input devices. Our results are a useful feedback for Philips Laser Sensors in their

endeavor towards improving their artifact. As such, we would strongly recommend that the same

approach should be employed in cases in which quick and reliable user feedback is imperative for

the improvement of pen input devices.

Our results refer only to the impact of different properties of a pen input device in handwriting

tasks. For pointing, positioning, dragging or drawing purposes, further exploration is needed.

Especially, the Laser Pen can be used virtually on any surface, which is a huge advantage over the

other pen input devices. The investigation into the suitable applications is highly recommended.

What we can safely conclude from our study is that a user-centric design is the most fundamental

requirement for a successful pen input device and as such we would recommend Philips Laser

Sensors to invest more time and effort in exploring and testing the solutions that could improve the

overall user experience of the Laser Pen.
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Appendix A - Philips Laser Sensor technology and application

Laser Self-mixing technology

The sensor contains a laser which spot is imaged on an external surface. This surface reflects light

back into the sensor and depending on the phase difference between the reflected light and the

light in the cavity, interferes constructively or destructively. Here the laser acts as a tuned receiver

that is sensitive only to the emission wavelength. Due to the interaction between emitted beam and

reflected beam the laser establishes a new equilibrium wherein more or less power is emitted from

front and rear mirror (opposite response at the rear mirror).

Twin-eye Laser Sensor

The principle of laser self-mixing and other technologies are embedded in an advanced System in

Package (SiP) solution. The ll-pin 3.85-mm high System in Package (SiP) solutions have a

printed circuit board footprint of a mere 6.8 mm x 6.8 mm and incorporates lenses for its two

lasers in the package assembly. These lenses project two orthogonal laser beams for X-Y position

sensing. Working together, they can also simultaneously detect Z-axis movements. The SiP also

contains a dedicated Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) which performs all the

necessary digital and analog signal processing for displacement calculation and laser power saving

and eye-safety management functions.

Philips Laser Sensors' has developed a product range of twin-eye laser sensors based on Philips'

twin-eye laser technology. These dual laser sensors are developed for use in professional test and

measurement equipment and consumer products such as corded and cordless computer mice,

gaming applications, trackball devices, identification and finger navigation devices, printers or

mobile phones. The twin-eye laser sensors are the first complete integrated, high-precision, ultra

fast and low power navigation sensors which work on virtually all surfaces. The highly integrated

smart laser sensors give customers and manufacturers a high degree of freedom in design of their

product.

Philips Laser Pen

Philips Laser Sensors can be used in applications that reqUIre displacement, velocity or

acceleration detection of an object with a surface that scatters light. Applications on objects that
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have perfect transparency or mirror reflection are limited, as is the case for any optical detection

method (such as cameras). However mirror-like surfaces generally still provide some scatter due to

dust or other imperfections such that operation is possible. Maximum distance to the object is

determined by optics design and laser behavior. Laser Pen is an application of a pen input device

with twin-eye Laser sensors. It can be used on virtually all surfaces, functioning as a positioning,

drawing and handwriting input device.

More information can be found at: http://www.philips.com@lasersensors
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Appendix B - Physical & Technical parameters of devices

Technical Details
Devices

Dimensions Resolution Weight

Wacom Pen 137.8 mm (L) x 12 mm (W) 2000 dpi ;::::12 g

( Graphire 4 Classic)

iPen 142 mm (L) x 15 mm(W) x 21(H) 800 dpi 25g

Laser Pen 150 mm(L) x 20.0 mm (W) 800 dpi ;::::48g

ASUS Tablet PC 34 mm(W) x 133 mm (D) x 28mm (H) ; 800 x 480
7-inch touch screen

The Wacom Tablet 208 mm(W) x 203.8 mm(D) x 17.8

mm(H)

Active area: 127.6(W)x 92.8 mm(D)

i-Pen Mouse pad 195 mm x 145 mm

We only include relevant technical parameters of devices involved in our research.
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Appendix C - Questionnaire ( order of condition 1, 3, 4, 2)

Participant Nurnber__

Dear participant,
First ofall, we would like to thank you for taking the time to participate in our experiment.
Before we start, we would like you to fill in some background information first.

1. Your Gender:
o Male
o Female

2. Your Age: _

3. You are:
o Right-handed
o Left-handed

4. How often do you use computer?
o Occasionally
o A few times a Month
o A few times a Week
o Everyday

5. Have you ever used a pen input device? (for example, PDA, mousepen)
DYes
o No

If you choose "yes", which pen input device(s) have you used? _

How often do you use this pen input device?
o Occasionally
o A few times a Month
o A few times a Week
o Everyday
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Instructions:

This experiment consists of 4 parts. You will do a handwriting task with four pen input devices in
each part.

PART 1
Your task:
The task will appear on the ASUS tablet-PC screen. You can see a sequence of combined numbers
and letters in the frame of "Assignment". Press button <Start> first, then you can copy the
sequences (using your own handwriting way) in the drawing area underneath. Accuracy and speed
are equally important. After you finish entering the sequence, you can press the button <Next>
on the right up corner to continue with another sequence. If you make a mistake, you can ignore it
and continue with input.

The first input device you are going to use is the Wacom Pen. You can write directly on the tablet
PC with it. The total measuring time will take about 15 minutes.

After you are clear about the instruction and make sure you are comfortable with the tablet-PC and
pen, you can press button <Start> to practice a few sequences to get used to the interface.

After practice, you may press <Stop>, and then press <Start> to begin the measurement. Please
focus on the task. The instructor will inform you the time to take a break.
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Based on the experience you just had of doing the task with the Wacom Pen and the Tablet PC,
please choose how you think of the statements below:

3. I was satisfied with it.

10. I liked to use it.

11. It was useful for handwriting.

12. It was simple to use.

9. I feel tired now after doing the tasks

8. It was easy to use.

7. It was easy to learn to use it.

6.The way of using the pen input feels natural.

4. I prefer using this device to using mouse in
handwriting .

•••..........................................................

5. I learned to use it quickly.

2. I feel I was writing with pen on the paper.

1. It was pleasant to use.

13. I prefer using this device to using a keyboard
for text input.

Positive opinions (e.g., what do you like about this interface?)

Negative opinions (e.g., what do you dislike about this interface?)
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PART 2:
Instructions for the task are the same as the previous session. This time, you will write with the
iPen on the mouse pad.
To write properly, you should keep the iPen in one angle. (Tips of use will be given by the
instructor)
You may start as soon as you are ready.

Based on the experience you just had about of the task with the iPen on the mouse pad,
please choose how you think of the statements below:

Strongly
agree

Strongly
Disagree

7. It was easy to learn to use it.

4. I prefer using this device to using mouse in
handwriting.

5. I learned to use it quickly.

2. I feel I was writing with pen on the paper.

3. I was satisfied with it.

1. It was pleasant to use.

6.The way of using the pen input feels natural.

8. It was easy to use.

9. I feel tired now after doing the tasks

10. I liked to use it.

11. It was useful for handwriting.

12. It was simple to use.

13. I prefer using this device to using a I",::>\.,h"",rn

for text input.

Positive opinions (e.g., what do you like about this interface?)

Negative opinions (e.g., what do you dislike about this interface?)
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PART 3;
Instructions for the task are the same as the previous session. This time, you will write with the
Laser Pen on the table.
To write properly, you should keep the Laser Pen in one angle and keep the pen tip surface flat in
order. (Tips of use will be given by instructor)
You may start as soon as you are ready.

Based on the experience you just had of doing the task with the Laser Pen,
please choose how you think of the statements below:

Strongly
Disagree

1. It was pleasant to use.

2. I feel I was writing with pen on the paper.

3. I was satisfied with it.

4. I prefer using this device to using mouse in
handwriting.

5. I learned to use it quickly.

6.The way of using the pen input feels natural.

7. It was easy to learn to use it.

8. It was easy to use.

9. I feel tired now after doing the tasks

Strongly
agree

11. It was useful for handwriting.

12. It was simple to use.

13. I prefer using this device to using a keyboard
for text input.

Positive opinions (e.g., what do you like about this interface?)

Negative opinions (e.g., what do you dislike about this interface?)
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PART 4:
Instructions for the task are the same as the previous session. This time, you will write with the
Wacom Pen on the tablet which is separate from the display.
You may start as soon as you are ready.

Based on the experience you just had of doing the task with the Wacom Pen on the tablet,
please choose how you think of the statements below:

Strongly
Disagree

1. It was pleasant to use.

2. I feel I was writing with pen on the paper.

3. I was satisfied with it.

4. I prefer using this device to using mouse in
handwriting.

5. I learned to use it quickly.

6.The way of using the pen input feels natural.

7. It was easy to learn to use it.

8. It was easy to use.

9. I feel tired now after doing the tasks

10. I liked to use it.

11. It was useful for handwriting.

12. It was simple to use.

13. I prefer using this device to using a keyboard
for text input.

Strongly
agree

r

Positive opinions (e.g., what do you like about this interface?)

Negative opinions (e.g., what do you dislike about this interface?)
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You have finished all four experiments. Thank you for taking the time to complete this experiment.
At last, concerning your experience with these interfaces, we would like you to answer the
following questions:

1. How would you rate your general preference for the four interfaces?
> > >

2. Based on which factors did you give your preference? In another word, how much do you think
these properties of a pen input device are important to you?
Could you give a score from 1 to 5? (1: not important at all; 5: very important)

a. Writing directly on the screen or indirectly __
b. Pressure/Friction on pen tip _
c. Pen design (shape/size/weight) _
d. Pen tip with click function or without __
e. Moving space restriction _
f. Pen orientation ---
g. Resolution/Gain factor ( feedback on the screen) _
h. Wire/wireless

Another factors you feel also important? _
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dd"t"d" D CA~ppen IX - on I Ions or ers
Participant

NO Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4

1 C1 C2 C3 C4

2 C2 C1 C4 C3

3 C3 C4 C2 C1

4 C4 C3 C1 C2

5 C4 C1 C3 C2

6 C3 C2 C4 C1

7 C1 C3 C2 C4

8 C2 C4 C1 C3

9 C3 C1 C4 C2

10 C4 C2 C3 C1

11 C2 C3 C1 C4

12 C1 C4 C2 C3

13 C2 C4 C3 C1

14 C1 C3 C4 C2

15 C4 C1 C2 C3

16 C3 C2 C1 C4

Cl : conditIon 1 with the Wacom Pen on the screen

C2: condition 2 with the Wacom Pen on the tablet

C3: condition 3 with the iPen on the mouse pad

C4: condition 4 with the Laser Pen on the table
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Appendix E - Handwriting quality judgment questionnaire

Dear Judge,

You will judge the handwriting quality of the following text based on their overall readability,

legibility and general look.

Every page of handwriting samples (16 sequences in total) were made by one person. You can

review all the 16 pictures first to get an impression of his general handwriting. Then please look

through every frame (4 sequences) and give an overall rating of their quality from l(worst) to 10

(best).
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